GRAMMAR WORKSHEET
SUPERLATIVES
WORD ORDER

- Write the words below in the correct order.
- Then, decide if they are true or false! You may have to use your opinion! Discuss with a classmate.

1. largest Asia is continent the.  Asia is the largest continent.

2. planet Our earth the smallest is.

3. is the exercise best Swimming kind of.

4. most the delicious food Pizza is.

5. dangerous are animals the most Turtles.

6. Cows tallest animals are the.

7. coldest is the country Canada in North America.

8. is the month August of the year hottest.

9. is the most Science interesting subject.

10. the smartest person You are in the world!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANSWER KEY</th>
<th>My Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Asia is the largest continent. <strong>TRUE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2. Our earth is the smallest planet.  
  OR  
  Our planet earth is the smallest.  
  **FALSE** |
| 3. Swimming is the best kind of exercise.  
  Maybe **TRUE**  Maybe **FALSE** |
| 4. Pizza is the most delicious food.  
  Maybe **TRUE**  Maybe **FALSE** |
| 5. Turtles are the most dangerous animals.  
  **FALSE** |
| 6. Cows are the tallest animals.  **FALSE** |
| 7. Canada is the coldest country in North America.  **TRUE** |
| 8. August is the hottest month of the year  
  **TRUE** (in most countries north of the equator)  
  But **FALSE** (in most countries south of the equator) |
| 9. Science is the most interesting subject.  
  Maybe **TRUE**  Maybe **FALSE** |
| 10. You are the smartest person in the world.  
  Maybe **TRUE**  Maybe **FALSE** |